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Abstract

Exploration of metastable phases holds profound implications for functional

materials. Herein, we engineer the metastable phase to enhance the thermo-

electric performance of germanium selenide (GeSe) through tailoring the

chemical bonding mechanism. Initially, AgInTe2 alloying fosters a transition

from stable orthorhombic to metastable rhombohedral phase in GeSe by

substantially promoting p‐state electron bonding to form metavalent bonding

(MVB). Besides, extra Pb is employed to prevent a transition into a stable

hexagonal phase at elevated temperatures by moderately enhancing the degree

of MVB. The stabilization of the metastable rhombohedral phase generates an

optimized bandgap, sharpened valence band edge, and stimulative band

convergence compared to stable phases. This leads to decent carrier concentra-

tion, improved carrier mobility, and enhanced density‐of‐state effective mass,

culminating in a superior power factor. Moreover, lattice thermal conductivity is

suppressed by pronounced lattice anharmonicity, low sound velocity, and strong

phonon scattering induced by multiple defects. Consequently, a maximum zT of

1.0 at 773 K is achieved in (Ge0.98Pb0.02Se)0.875(AgInTe2)0.125, resulting in a

maximum energy conversion efficiency of 4.90% under the temperature

difference of 500 K. This work underscores the significance of regulating MVB

to stabilize metastable phases in chalcogenides.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Crystalline solids from the periodic aggregation of
atoms result in sophisticated phases, encompassing
thermodynamically stable states and kinetically trapped
metastable states.[1] Energy is the main difference between
these states.[2] Specifically, the stable phase reaches the
lowest energy state, while the metastable phase situates at
a higher energy state.[3] Despite the relatively higher
energy state, it is likely to form the metastable phase
under ambient conditions,[4] as evidenced by crystalline
carbon in the form of diamond.[5] In materials science and
engineering, an in‐depth understanding of metastable
phases is indispensable given their substantial influences
on the microstructure, electronic band structure, and
consequently the mechanical/physical/chemical perform-
ance of advanced structural and functional materials.[6]

The exploration of metastable phases can potentially
advance thermoelectric (TE) energy conversion materials,
a cutting‐edge technique enabling the direct conversion
between heat and electricity.[7–12] The TE devices are
potentially used in diverse fields, such as space exploration
project[13] and fifth‐generation (5G) communication
technology.[14] The TE energy conversion efficiency is
determined by the materials’ dimensionless figure of merit
zT= α2σT/κ,[15] an attribute that is closely related to phase
structures, including stable and metastable phases.[16]

Herein α, σ, T, and κ denote the Seebeck coefficient,
electrical conductivity, absolute temperature, and the
thermal conductivity (including the lattice thermal
conductivity κL and electronic thermal conductivity κe),
respectively.[17–22]

Metastable phases in some TE materials are predicted
to exhibit higher zT compared with their stable counter-
parts.[16] For instance, the metastable cubic Cu2SnSe3
was reported to yield a higher zT than the stable
monoclinic phase due to desirable electronic band
structures of the former.[23] However, procuring the
metastable phase at ambient temperature presents a
significant challenge. As per Ostwald's rule, the solid
phase formed during the crystallization process favors
the metastable phase rather than the stable phase.[24] Yet,
with decreasing the temperature, the metastable phase
gradually transforms into the stable phase. Strategies of
quenching or rapid cooling and multicomponent alloying
can lead to the metastable phase.[25,26] However, even
weak driving forces, like thermal cycling, can trigger the
transition to a stable state.[4] Such transition undermines
the superior TE performance of the metastable phase,
thereby obstructing the prolonged functionality of
TE devices, particularly in intermediate‐ and high‐
temperature TE power generations. Therefore, exploring
strategies to stabilize these metastable phases, despite

their intrinsically higher free energy compared to the
equilibrium states, holds both academic and practical
significance for the TE community.

Germanium selenide (GeSe) serves as a particularly
insightful system for scrutinizing the impact of metastable
phases on TE performance. This primarily arises from its
sophisticated crystal structures, encompassing the stable
orthorhombic and hexagonal (achieved by substituting
25% Te on Se sites) phases formed under ambient
conditions, alongside the metastable rhombohedral and
cubic phases that result from the transformation of
orthorhombic phase by multicomponent alloying.[27–30]

Both theoretical and experimental evidence corroborate
that metastable phases of GeSe have excellent TE
performance compared to their stable counterparts,[29,31]

driven by the unique electronic band structure and
phonon dispersion. Nevertheless, the potential transition
from metastable to stable phases during thermal cycling
could provoke a sudden degradation in TE performance.
Hence, innovative strategies are imperative to secure the
metastable phase across the entire temperature range,
thereby propelling the average zT (zTave) of GeSe to higher
plateaus.

The phase structure is inherently determined by the
chemical bonding mechanisms, a trait predominantly
governed by atomic orbital interactions.[32] Hence, regu-
lating chemical bonds through manipulating the atomic
orbital interactions offers a pathway to stabilize the
metastable phases. Recent findings have unveiled a
distinct correlation between the disparate crystal struc-
tures of GeSe and their respective chemical bonding
mechanisms.[28,33,34] Specifically, the stable orthorhombic
and hexagonal phases are characterized by covalent
bonding, where adjacent atoms share one electron pair.[35]

Contrastingly, the metastable rhombohedral and cubic
phases utilize a distinctive bonding modality established
via a half‐filled σ‐bond between p‐orbital electrons, which
involves the sharing of approximately one electron
between neighbor atoms.[36,37] This atypical bond is
referred to as metavalent bonding (MVB).[38] The altera-
tions in the degree of p–p electrons bonding can trigger a
significant shift in the chemical bonding paradigm from
covalent bonding to MVB,[33] which presents a viable
approach to prepare and stabilize the metavalently bonded
rhombohedral or cubic phase, thereby addressing the
aforementioned challenges.

In this work, as schematically summarized in
Figure 1, we elucidate that alloying orthorhombic GeSe
with AgInTe2 tailors the chemical bonding mechanism
from conventional covalent bonding to MVB by signifi-
cantly strengthening p–p orbital electrons interactions,
which promotes a metastable rhombohedral phase at
ambient temperature. However, an obstacle arises as this
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thermoelectrically favorable rhombohedral phase reverts
to the undesired orthorhombic or hexagonal phases at
approximately 630–650K, occasioning an abrupt deterio-
ration in TE performance. Through electron localization
function (ELF) calculations, we reveal that trace amounts
of Pb serve to secure the metastable rhombohedral phase
against thermal cycling via suppressing the s–p orbital
hybridization and thereupon further intensifying the
p‐state electrons bonding. Consequently, a superior zT of
1.0 at 773 K and a substantially enhanced zTave of 0.53
between 298 and 773 K are achieved in (Ge0.98Pb0.02Se)0.875
(AgInTe2)0.125. Additionally, a pioneering single‐leg GeSe‐
based TE device is fabricated, showcasing a maximum
energy conversion efficiency of 4.90% and power density
of 1.12W cm−2 under a temperature difference of 500 K.
This work not only underscores the significance of
stabilizing metastable phases in p‐bonded chalcogenides
through regulating the degree of MVB but also opens
avenues for their tailored applications in advanced
TE systems.

2 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2A presents the room temperature powder X‐ray
diffraction (XRD) patterns of as‐synthesized (Ge1−yPbySe)1−x
(AgInTe2)x, compared with the standard patterns of
orthorhombic (Pnma) and rhombohedral (R3m) structures.
The XRD pattern of pristine GeSe matches well with the
standard patterns of the orthorhombic phase (JCPDS #48‐
1226). As for the XRD patterns of samples alloyed with
AgInTe2, there exist extra duplex peaks near 43°–45°,
indicating the existence of a rhombohedral phase.[31,39]

As the AgInTe2 content increases to ≥0.075, the three
characteristic diffraction peaks of the orthorhombic phase
between 31° and 33° merge into a single peak, demonstrat-
ing that the rhombohedral phase is completely formed in
(GeSe)1‐x(AgInTe2)x. Such phase evolution is further exam-
ined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analyses
on the typical sample of (GeSe)0.875(AgInTe2)0.125, as shown
in Supporting Information S1: Figure S1. Specifically, TEM
images show domain structures and Ge vacancy layers,

FIGURE 1 Schematic representation of orbital interactions to achieve and stabilize the metastable rhombohedral phase. (A) Different phase
structures depend on their orbital interactions and thus the chemical bonding mechanism. (B) The AgInTe2 alloying catalyzes the transition
from orthorhombic to rhombohedral phase in germanium selenide (GeSe) by tailoring the chemical bonding mechanism from covalent bonding
to metavalent bonding. This metastable rhombohedral phase reverts to the stable hexagonal phase under thermal cycling, but Pb doping secures
the rhombohedral phase at elevated temperatures. (C) The metastable rhombohedral phase shows a more suitable bandgap compared to the
stable orthorhombic and hexagonal phases. Meanwhile, the convergence of multiple valence bands in the metastable rhombohedral phase
indicates a large band degeneracy (Nv). All these characteristics are in favor of a high thermoelectric performance.
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which exclusively exist in rhombohedral phase,[40] and the
selected area electron diffraction patterns are indexed to
the rhombohedral phase. This substantiates that AgInTe2
alloying enhances the crystal symmetry of GeSe and
concurrently stimulates the Ge precipitation.[26] This
explains the observation of Ge secondary phases in the
XRD patterns. Moreover, the impurity peaks correspond-
ing to Ag2Te are also found in the XRD patterns of
(Ge1−yPbySe)1−x(AgInTe2)x,

[41] which is further examined
by the backscattered imaging mode of scanning electron
microscopy and energy dispersive X‐ray spectroscopy
analyses (Supporting Information S1: Figures S3–S5).

The phase transition interplay between stable ortho-
rhombic and metastable rhombohedral phases is fundamen-
tally contingent on the alterations of the chemical bonding
mechanisms.[37] Specifically, the stable orthorhombic GeSe
utilizes covalent bonding, leveraging p–p orbital electron
interactions with s–p orbital hybridization.[42] The ortho-
rhombic phase is characterized by the lower effective
coordination numbers (CN=3), corresponding to an
equivalent count of covalent bonds. In contrast, the
metastable rhombohedral phase demonstrates the presence
of MVB, with a total count of 6 valence electrons and a
corresponding CN of 6, as signified by 6 half‐filled σ‐bonds
among p‐orbital electrons.[37] Such a configuration indicates

an inappreciable s–p orbital hybridization and an amplifica-
tion of p–p electrons bonding, thereby aligning the σ‐bond
within the rhombohedral phase.

The formation of MVB and thereby the σ‐bond
alignment is characterized by a diminished ratio of long
to short bond length, favoring reduced Peierls distor-
tions.[38] This subsequently enhances the crystal sym-
metry from orthorhombic to rhombohedral phase in
GeSe as reflected in the altered lattice parameters.
Figure 2B demonstrates the lattice parameters of
(Ge1−yPbySe)1−x(AgInTe2)x calculated by Rietveld
refinement using the XRD patterns. The pristine GeSe
displays the different a, b, and c axis, attributable to the
strong Peierls distortions in the orthorhombic phase.[43]

In contrast, AgInTe2 alloying gradually enlarges the
a (=b) axis while contracting the c axis in the metastable
rhombohedral phase. Furthermore, the calculated
c/a value declines from approximately 2.543 for
x= 0.075–0.125 samples to around 2.473 as the AgInTe2
content ascends to x= 0.20 (Figure 2C). This implies
that AgInTe2 alloying effectively transforms the chemi-
cal bonding mechanism to MVB and promotes the
alignment of σ‐bond.

The metastable phase tends to revert to a more
thermodynamically stable state under thermal driving

FIGURE 2 Phase evolution with AgInTe2 alloying and Pb doping in germanium selenide (GeSe). (A) Room temperature powder X‐ray
diffraction (XRD) patterns of (Ge1−yPbySe)1−x(AgInTe2)x. (B) Lattice parameters and (C) value of c/a calculated by Rietveld refinement.
(D) Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) analyses. In situ XRD patterns of (E) (GeSe)0.875(AgInTe2)0.125 and (F) (Ge0.98Pb0.02Se)0.875
(AgInTe2)0.125, confirming that Pb can eliminate the hexagonal phase at elevated temperatures.
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forces.[4] The differential scanning calorimeter (DSC)
analysis was conducted to scrutinize the stability of this
metastable phase across the entire temperature range. As
depicted in Figure 2D, the conspicuous exothermic peaks
(x= 0.05–0.15) signify the instability of the metastable
rhombohedral phase as the temperature rises.[27] Intrigu-
ingly, the phase transition mechanism exhibits discrep-
ancies depending on the variation of the x value. For
instance, an exothermic peak appearing at approximately
630 K in samples with x= 0.05 and 0.075 points to a
transition from metastable rhombohedral to stable
orthorhombic phase. Differently, an exothermic peak at
roughly 650 K in samples with x= 0.10–0.15 is consistent
with a transition from metastable rhombohedral to a
stable hexagonal phase. This phenomenon can be
interpreted by the phase diagram of GeSe1−mTem, where
the hexagonal phase materializes when m ranges from
0.15 to 0.35.[44] Meanwhile, the endothermic peak at
elevated temperatures marks a transition from ortho-
rhombic (x= 0.05–0.075) or hexagonal (x= 0.10–0.15)
phase to a cubic one.

Further insights into these phase transitions were
gleaned on two typical samples (x= 0.125 and y= 0.02)
through in situ XRD measurements, as shown in
Figure 2E,F. According to the XRD patterns, the
x= 0.125 sample corresponds to the rhombohedral phase
from 323 K to 523 K, which is reflected in the single
diffraction peak at 31° and the duplex peaks between 43°
and 45°. However, the hexagonal phase features appear
as the temperature increases to 648 K, as evidenced by
the diffraction peaks at around 32° and between 48° and
50° (marked in shadows in Figure 2E). These observa-
tions collectively indicate a thermally induced transition
from a metastable rhombohedral phase to a stable
hexagonal one. The emergence of the hexagonal phase
dramatically decreases the TE performance at elevated
temperatures,[44] which will be discussed in detail later.
Although increasing AgInTe2 content helps retain the
metastable rhombohedral phase across the entire tem-
perature range (Figure 2D), the resultant dense point
defects could detrimentally impact carrier mobility
(μ).[26] Consequently, exploring strategies to further
stabilize the metastable rhombohedral phase is of
paramount importance.

The stabilization of metastable rhombohedral GeSe
fundamentally hinges on further increasing the degree of
MVB by mitigating s‐p hybridization and amplifying
p‐state electrons bonding.[33] The extant literature has
illustrated that PbTe, characterized by a large energy gap
of ~2 eV between the upper valence s bands and p bands,
exhibits challenges for s–p hybridization, thereby favor-
ing the interactions of p‐state electrons.[45] Characterized
as an MVB compound with a cubic structure, the unique

attributes of PbTe suggest that introducing trace amounts
of Pb into the x= 0.125 sample could stabilize the
metastable phase throughout the whole temperature
range. This proposition is corroborated by the eliminated
exothermic peaks at roughly 650 K from the DSC analysis
(Figure 2D) and the disappeared diffraction peaks of the
hexagonal phase at 648 K from in situ XRD measure-
ments (Figure 2F). In addition, the refinement of the c/a
value further descends to ~2.541 upon 2 at% Pb doping
(visible in the inset of Figure 2C), thus verifying the
enhanced degree of MVB. This evidence suggests that
trace amounts of Pb effectively preclude the adverse
phase transition, preserving the metastable state across
the entire temperature range.

From a crystallographic perspective, the formation
of rhombohedral phase can be elucidated by tracking
the migration of Ge atoms toward the second nearest Se
atoms. As depicted in Figure 3A, the orthorhombic GeSe
comprises threefold Ge/Se units that share vertices,
culminating in a chair‐like polygon configuration. The
three bonds (comprising one vertical and two horizontal
short bonds) exhibit relatively equivalent bond lengths of
2.59 Å and bond angles of 93°, a finding congruent with
the previous report.[42] These metrics indicate their
p‐type bonding character, albeit with minor s orbital
hybridization.[42]

By contrast, alloying with AgInTe2 leads to an
intriguing alteration of the bonding mechanism, specifi-
cally compressing the long bonds and stretching the
horizontal short bonds. This rearrangement facilitates
the interaction between the central Ge and the second
nearest Se, engendering a highly symmetric rhombohe-
dral phase (as illustrated in Figure 3B). However, the
count of valence electrons fails to correspond with the
total number of bonds as per the classical covalent
bonding theory, where each covalent bond is constituted
by a pair of electrons.[35] This discrepancy leaves only six
valence electrons to populate the 6 available bonds
within the octahedral framework.[46] Such an observa-
tion postulates that the most plausible way to form these
uniquely half‐filled σ‐bonds is through the MVB, enabled
by promoting the bonding of p‐orbital electrons and
suppressing s–p hybridization.[47]

This proposition is supported by ELF analyses via
density functional theory (DFT) calculations. While
electrons in covalent bonding exhibit a higher degree of
localization, MVB is characterized by more delocalized
electrons.[43] As depicted in Figure 3D, the ELF analysis
of orthorhombic Ge27Se27 reveals the overlap of vertical
and horizontal short bonds with a comparatively high
ELF value, suggestive of electron localization. Never-
theless, the ELF value in the middle of the long bonds
plunges below 0.2, underlining the failure to form
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covalent bonds as the long Ge‐Se pairs are separated by a
“vacuum” space, which is scarcely populated by valence
electrons. This vacuum area is also discernible in the ELF
contour map (Figure 3G), where the blue regions signify a
low density of localized electrons. The hexagonal Ge32
Se24Te8 embraces the high ELF value for Ge‐Se/Te bonds
similar to the orthorhombic phase, conforming to its
feature of covalent bonding (Supporting Information S1:
Figure S8). However, the Ge‐Ge bond exists in the
hexagonal phase, which differentiates it from the ortho-
rhombic phase (Supporting Information S1: Figures S7
and S8).[48] In the rhombohedral Ge21Ag3In3Se21Te6 and
Ge20PbAg3In3Se21Te6, an increased ELF value in the
middle of the long bond (Figure 3E,F) alongside their
distinct ELF profile (Figure 3H,I) suggests the amplified
interactions between Ge‐Se atom pairs in comparison to
the orthorhombic counterpart. Furthermore, the addition
of Pb mitigates the length difference between the long and
short bonds (Figure 3C). This observation corroborates

that Pb doping reinforces the degree of MVB and
thereby the alignment of σ‐bond, solidifying our initial
proposition.

Electronic transport properties of TE materials
strongly depend upon band structures.[49] To investigate
the impact of metastable phase on band structures, we
conducted DFT calculations. As plotted in Figure 4A–C,
the computed Fermi surface discloses that the band
degeneracy (Nv) of the metastable rhombohedral phase is
larger than that of the stable orthorhombic or hexagonal
phases. Specifically, in orthorhombic GeSe, the Nv equals
3 while both the first valence band (VB1, Nv = 2) along the
Γ‐Z direction and the second valence band (VB2, Nv = 1) at
Γ point actively participate in electrical transport.
Unfortunately, it is a formidable task to involve VB2 in
electrical transport due to the ultralow carrier concentra-
tion (n).[50] Consequently, the effective Nv of ortho-
rhombic GeSe remains limited to 2. Furthermore, the
hexagonal Ge4Se3Te embraces the smallest Nv of 1, leading

FIGURE 3 Crystal structures of (A) orthorhombic GeSe, (B) rhombohedral GeSe alloying with AgInTe2, and (C) rhombohedral GeSe
alloying with AgInTe2 and Pb. Electron localization functions (ELF) of (D) orthorhombic Ge27Se27, (E) rhombohedral Ge21Ag3In3Se21Te6,
and (F) Ge20PbAg3In3Se21Te6, as well as their plane profiles (G–I).
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to the lowest density‐of‐state effective mass (m*). In stark
contrast, in the metastable rhombohedral GeSe, the VB1 at
the L point (L band) exhibits an Nv of 3, the VB2 at the Σ
point (Σ band) possesses an Nv of 6, and an additional
valence band (VB3) near the Z point (Z band) carries an Nv

of 1. Such a large Nv in rhombohedral GeSe ensures a
higher TE performance compared with the orthorhombic
and hexagonal counterparts. In addition, the binary
rhombohedral GeSe exhibits an appropriate bandgap
(Eg) of 0.45 eV (Supporting Information S1: Figure S9).
This value situates between the orthorhombic (Eg = ~0.76
eV, Figure 4D) and hexagonal (absence of Eg, Figure 4E)
phases, signifying a respectable electric power factor
(PF = σα2) within the rhombohedral phase. However,
although there are beneficial band structures in the binary
rhombohedral phase, the existence of energy gaps (ΔE)
between L and Z occasions constraints on the achieve-
ment of ideal electrical properties. Such ΔE could act as
barriers, impeding the contributions from the Z band and
subsequently diminishing the anticipated positive attri-
butes of the material's band structure.[51] Therefore,
resolving these ΔE issues becomes paramount in realizing
the full potential of the rhombohedral GeSe.

Regarding this issue, it is discovered that alloying
with AgInTe2 promotes more valence bands (L, Σ, and Z
bands) to engage in electrical transport. Specifically,
these ΔE values are substantially diminished to nearly

0 eV in Ge21Ag3In3Se21Te6. The resultant band conver-
gence culminates in a sizable Nv of 10 in the rhombohe-
dral phase (Figure 4C), thereby significantly raising m*
and thus α. This unprecedented discovery of three
converging valence bands in rhombohedral GeSe is
reported for the first time (Figure 4F). Additionally,
although AgInTe2 alloying reduces the Eg of rhombohe-
dral GeSe to 0.13 eV, subsequent Pb doping expands it to
0.22 eV (Supporting Information S1: Figure S10), helping
to mitigate the undesirable bipolar effect.[52] It is worth
noting that DFT calculations often underestimate the
Eg

[53]; so, the real Eg may better meet the needs for
medium temperature power generation.

The electrical properties of GeSe are markedly
influenced by its phase structure, exhibiting conspicuous
divergences between stable and metastable phases. As
shown in Figure 5A, the stable orthorhombic GeSe
exhibits an ultralow carrier concentration (n) of
1.2 × 1016 cm−3 at room temperature stemming from
the large Eg and Ge vacancy formation energy (Ev).

[26]

With the addition of AgInTe2, the n dramatically rises to
2.3 × 1020 cm−3 for the x= 0.125 sample that utilizes the
metastable rhombohedral phase. The pronounced rise in
n is accredited to the alteration of the chemical bonding
mechanism. Specifically, the metavalently bonded rhom-
bohedral phase results in a narrower Eg and lower Ev

than the covalently bonded orthorhombic phase.[26]

FIGURE 4 Calculated electronic band structures of different phase structures. Fermi surfaces of (A) orthorhombic Ge27Se27,
(B) hexagonal Ge32Se24Te8, and (C) rhombohedral Ge27Se27. Band structures of (D) orthorhombic Ge27Se27, (E) hexagonal Ge32Se24Te8, and
(F) rhombohedral Ge21Ag3In3Se21Te6.
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However, the transition from metastable to stable phase
has a disastrous effect on n at elevated temperatures
(inset of Figure 5A). In particular, the substantial
reduction in n at 573 K for the x= 0.075 sample is caused
by the phase transition to orthorhombic structure, which
is characterized by large Eg and Ev.

[26] Conversely, the
transition to hexagonal phase leads to a surging n for
samples with x= 0.10 and 0.125, a phenomenon origi-
nating from the absence of Eg and subsequent manifes-
tation of metallic behavior. Surprisingly, the n of the Pb‐
doped sample increases only slightly with the rising
temperature, without exhibiting the sharp decline of the
typical orthorhombic phase or the spike associated with
the hexagonal structure at high temperatures. This

behavior is attributed to the fact that Pb doping further
enhances the degree of MVB, thus securing the
metastable phase against thermal cycling.

Figure 5B demonstrates an ultralow room tempera-
ture carrier mobility (μ) of 1.26 cm2 V−1 s−1 in stable
orthorhombic GeSe, which gradually rises to 5.68 cm2

V−1 s−1 as the AgInTe2 content increases to x= 0.125.
The enhanced μ predominantly stems from the sharper
valence band edge of rhombohedral GeSe, leading to a
lighter mb* than its orthorhombic counterpart. This
finding is corroborated by DFT calculations (Figure 4 and
Supporting Information S1: Figure S9). Conversely,
further increasing AgInTe2 content or introducing Pb
slightly inhibits μ due to the carrier scattering caused by

FIGURE 5 Electrical transport parameters of (Ge1−yPbySe)1−x(AgInTe2)x. (A) Carrier concentration (n) and (B) carrier mobility (μ), as
well as the high temperature data of typical samples (insets). Temperature dependence of (C) electrical conductivity (σ) and (D) Seebeck
coefficient (α) and the comparison with hexagonal Ge4Se3Te.

[44] (E) Pisarenko curves calculated by single parabolic band (SPB) model.
(F) σ and (G) α of typical samples at different characteristic temperatures. (H) Power factor (PF) as a function of temperature. (I) PF versus
n curves calculated by SPB model.
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point defects. Unfortunately, the transition from meta-
stable to stable phase at elevated temperatures incurs a
sudden reduction in μ (inset of Figure 5B), especially for
x= 0.075 sample that typifies the intrinsically low μ of
the orthorhombic phase.[25] A dramatic decrease in μ for
x= 0.10 and 0.125 samples can be associated with the
high n in the hexagonal phase. Remarkably, trace
amounts of Pb doping effectively improve the high
temperature μ by precluding the transition from meta-
stable to stable phase.

As illustrated in Figure 5C, alloying GeSe with
AgInTe2 induces a transition from an orthorhombic to
rhombohedral phase, contributing to a significant
enhancement in σ by several orders of magnitude
owing to the concurrent optimization of n and μ,
especially near room temperature. However, for the
x= 0.075 sample, thermal cycling attracts a transition
from the metastable rhombohedral to stable ortho-
rhombic phase at high temperatures, leading to a
drastic decline in σ. Conversely, the reversion to the
hexagonal phase at high temperatures for x= 0.10 and
x= 0.125 samples sustains the high σ, which is
attributed to a surge in n despite the sharply reduced
μ. Interestingly, after trace amounts of Pb doping,
which stabilizes the rhombohedral phase at elevated
temperatures, the σ is slightly lower than the hexagonal
one due to the balance of n and μ (Figure 5C). Taking
the σ at 673 K as an example, the σ increases from 103 S
m−1 to 2.9 × 104 S m−1 between the stable orthorhombic
GeSe and hexagonal (GeSe)0.875(AgInTe2)0.125; then, it
slightly drops to 2.5 × 104 S m−1 in the metastable
rhombohedral (Ge0.98Pb0.02Se)0.875(AgInTe2)0.125.

The α in pristine orthorhombic GeSe reaches
an extraordinarily high level and subsequently rapidly
diminishes with increasing AgInTe2 content (Figure 5D).
This trend is caused by the increased n in the
rhombohedral phase. Specifically, the room temperature
α declines from 775 to 159 μVK−1 between the pristine
GeSe and (GeSe)0.875(AgInTe2)0.125. Moreover, an abnor-
mal temperature‐dependent α is observed at 623–673 K.
For instance, temperature‐dependent α of the samples
with x= 0.05 and 0.075 form a peak. Conversely,
temperature‐dependent α of the samples with
x= 0.10–0.15 show a valley. The different variation trend
is caused by phase transition mechanisms from meta-
stable to stable states at elevated temperature. The former
contains the rhombohedral‐orthorhombic phase transi-
tion, while the latter involves the rhombohedral‐
hexagonal phase transition, as demonstrated by DSC
and in situ XRD analyses. The drastically reduced α in
the hexagonal phase region principally originates from
its extremely high n, which occasions a significantly
reduced PF compared to the rhombohedral counterpart.

The strategic addition of Pb effectively intensifies the p–p
orbital electrons bonding, thereby promoting the stabili-
zation of the metavalently bonded rhombohedral phase,
as substantiated by DFT calculations (Figure 3). This
elimination of undesirable phase transition contributes
to a relatively excellent α throughout the whole
temperature range (Figure 5D). For example, a sharply
reduced α of 30 μVK−1 at 623 K in the x= 0.125 sample is
significantly amplified to 179 μVK−1 after 2 at% Pb
doping, exhibiting a sixfold increment.

In addition to n, the α is closely relevant to m*.[54]

Figure 5E and Supporting Information S1: Figure S14
depict the Pisarenko lines calculated based on the single
parabolic band (SPB) model.[55] Pristine orthorhombic
GeSe yields a low m* value of 0.71 m0 (Supporting
Information S1: Figure S14). By contrast, AgInTe2
alloying tailors the chemical bonding mechanism to
MVB, inducing a metastable rhombohedral phase
characterized by a half‐filled σ‐bond. The resulting
crystal structure with octahedral coordination exhibits
higher symmetry than its orthorhombic counterpart,[47]

indicating a large Nv. Moreover, AgInTe2 alloying
promotes the convergence of three valence bands (L, Σ
and Z bands). Therefore, a high Nv = 10 and thus a large
m* = 3.77 m0 are achieved in the x= 0.125 sample,
surpassing previously reported rhombohedral GeSe
(m* = 1.8~3.5 m0).

[26,27,31,56,57] Additionally, we calcu-
lated the Pisarenko relationships at 673 K to examine the
variation of m*. The result demonstrates that a reduced
m* of 3.34 m0 at 673 K is achieved in the x= 0.125
sample, which is caused by the transition to a stable
hexagonal phase with a small Nv. Contrastingly, 2 at% Pb
doping stabilizes the metastable phase by further
strengthening the degree of MVB, resulting in a
significant increase in m* from 3.84 m0 at 298 K to 6.77
m0 at 673 K. Lastly, we summarize the σ and α as a
function of AgInTe2 content x and include a sample with
2 at% Pb doping at different characteristic temperatures
(Figure 5F,G). These findings provide a comprehensive
understanding of the interplay among the compositions,
crystal structures, and performance, accentuating the
superior electrical properties of the metastable rhombo-
hedral phase as compared to the stable orthorhombic or
hexagonal phases. Such insights underscore the signifi-
cance of stabilizing metastable phases across the entire
temperature range.

The formation of the metavalently bonded metastable
rhombohedral phase upon AgInTe2 alloying synergisti-
cally optimizes the n, μ, and m*, leading to a remarkable
improvement of PF (Figure 5H). Unfortunately, a sharp
decline in PF occurs around 623–673 K, which is
predominantly attributed to the transition reverting
to the stable orthorhombic or hexagonal phases.
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Surprisingly, even minor Pb doping effectively restrains
this adverse phase transition at high temperatures by
further strengthening the degree of MVB. Therefore, a
substantially enhanced PF of 665 μWm−1 K−2 at 623 K is
secured in the (Ge0.98Pb0.02Se)0.875(AgInTe2)0.125 sample.
This value is 30 times greater than the x= 0.125 sample
that reverts to the hexagonal phase with a PF of
22 μWm−1 K−2 at 623 K. Furthermore, the relationship
between PF versus n, calculated based on the SPB model,
underscores the crucial role of stabilizing metastable
phase in the PF enhancement (Figure 5I).

The formation and stabilization of the metastable
phase through promoting the formation of MVB has a
noticeable effect on the thermal properties. As shown in
Figure 6A, compared to the stable orthorhombic GeSe,
the κ of metastable rhombohedral (Ge1−yPbySe)1−x(AgIn-
Te2)x is substantially reduced near room temperature and
intermediate temperatures, which mainly derives from
the contribution of lattice thermal conductivity (κL). By
contrast, the enhanced κ at elevated temperatures results
from the increased electronic thermal conductivity (κe),
attributable to the improved σ.

FIGURE 6 Temperature dependence of (A) thermal conductivity (κ) and (B) lattice thermal conductivity (κL) of
(Ge1−yPbySe)1−x(AgInTe2)x, compared with hexagonal Ge4Se3Te.

[44] (C) Top panel: sound velocity (v) and low panel: Grüneisen
constants (γ). (D) A plot of κL of representative samples at different characteristic temperatures. (E) The figure of merit (zT) as a function of
temperature and the contrast with hexagonal Ge4Se3Te.

[44] (F) The comparison of average zT values among the samples with stable
orthorhombic phase (S.P.), the metastable rhombohedral phase that transitions to stable hexagonal phase at elevated temperatures
(S.P. +M.P.) and the metastable rhombohedral phase within the entire temperature range (M.P.). (G) zT values of representative samples at
different characteristic temperatures. (H) Output power (P) and (I) energy conversion efficiency (η) of the single‐leg thermoelectric device
under various temperature differences (ΔT).
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Figure 6B highlights a notable suppression of κL in the
metastable rhombohedral phase instigated by AgInTe2
alloying and Pb doping. The reduction in κL can be
elucidated through three aspects. First, the lattice instability
of the metavalently bonded rhombohedral phase leads to
strong lattice anharmonicity,[58] as mirrored in the
increased Grüneisen constant (γ) from 1.3 to 1.5 for the
stable orthorhombic (hexagonal) phase to around 1.8 for
the metastable rhombohedral counterparts (Figure 6C).[59]

Second, the metastable rhombohedral phase features
weaker chemical bonding, as only half of an electron pair
(one electron) holds the atoms together,[37] which softens
the transverse optical modes and diminishes the mean
sound velocity (vm) from 2242m s−1 for stable ortho-
rhombic phase to 2034m s−1 for metastable rhombohedral
phase (Figure 6C).[60] Although the hexagonal phase
embraces a small vm (1500–1700m s−1) and consequently
low κL, its inferior electrical properties enable a poor zT
compared to metastable GeSe. Last, the multiscale lattice
defects in the metastable phase, including point defects,
domains, and nanoprecipitations, strengthen phonon
scattering[61] (Supporting Information S1: Figures S1 and
S2). Consequently, a minimum κL of ~0.45Wm−1 K−1 at
773K is achieved in (Ge0.98Pb0.02Se)0.875(AgInTe2)0.125. A
plot of κL for representative (Ge1−yPbySe)1−x(AgInTe2)x
samples at varying characteristic temperatures provides an
intuitive indication of the significantly reduced κL in the
metastable phase (Figure 6D).

The synergistic optimization of electrical and thermal
transport properties leads to a significant improvement in
the zT. As shown in Figure 6E, a peak zT of 0.82 at 723 K is
achieved in the metastable rhombohedral (GeSe)0.875
(AgInTe2)0.125, much higher than that of 0.05 at 673 K in
the stable orthorhombic GeSe. Unfavorably, the zTave of
0.37 is not high enough over the entire studied temperature.
This is because zT of (GeSe)0.875(AgInTe2)0.125 drops to 0.06
between 623 and 673K caused by the transition from
metastable rhombohedral to stable hexagonal phase at high
temperatures. To further increase zTave, trace amounts of
Pb are employed to maintain the metastable phase at high
temperatures by further strengthening the degree of MVB.
Consequently, a maximum zT of 1.0 at 773 K along with an
improved zTave of 0.53 between 298 and 773K are achieved
in (Ge0.98Pb0.02Se)0.875(AgInTe2)0.125. Such a high zTave
exhibits a 45% enhancement as compared to (GeSe)0.875
(AgInTe2)0.125 (Figure 6F). These findings unequivocally
affirm that the metastable phase of GeSe offers superior TE
performance in comparison to its stable counterpart
(Figure 6G).

Using (Ge0.98Pb0.02Se)0.875(AgInTe2)0.125 sample, a
single‐leg TE device was constructed. The open‐circuit
voltage (U) rises from 0.02 V to 0.11 V when the
temperature difference (ΔT) ranges from 100 K to

500 K (Supporting Information S1: Figure S18).
Figure 6H presents the ΔT‐dependent output power
(P), which exhibits a maximum value of 0.16W,
corresponding to a peak power density of 1.12W cm−2

under a ΔT of 500 K. This value is comparable to that of
GeTe‐based TE devices.[62] Figure 6I is the current‐
dependent energy conversion efficiency (η) under
disparate ΔT, showing a maximum η of 4.90% under a
ΔT of 500 K. This is the first report of a GeSe‐based TE
device, providing a promising TE candidate for broad
applications due to the relatively low materials cost with
earth‐abundant Se. Furthermore, this work highlights
the critical importance of probing the metastable phase
in p‐bonded chalcogenides and potentially in other TE
materials, offering novel insights and opportunities for
advancement in the TE field.

3 | CONCLUSIONS

This study develops an innovative approach for prepar-
ing and stabilizing metastable GeSe by leveraging
AgInTe2 alloying and subsequent Pb doping to tailor
the chemical bonding mechanisms. AgInTe2 alloying
fosters a transition from stable orthorhombic to
metastable rhombohedral phase by substantially aug-
menting p–p electrons bonding to promote the forma-
tion of MVB. To prevent the transition of metastable
rhombohedral to stable hexagonal phase at elevated
temperatures, trace amounts of Pb are introduced to
further strengthen the degree of MVB. This metastable
rhombohedral phase showcases attributes of suitable
bandgap, sharp valence band edge, elevated valley
degeneracy, and convergence of multiple valence bands,
which collectively contribute to decent carrier concen-
tration, improved carrier mobility, and superior density‐
of‐state effective mass compared to stable orthorhombic
or hexagonal GeSe. Furthermore, the intrinsic char-
acteristics of the metastable rhombohedral GeSe, such
as the pronounced lattice anharmonicity, weak MVB,
and multiscale lattice defects (point defects, domains,
and nanoprecipitations), collaboratively suppress lattice
thermal conductivity. Consequently, the (Ge0.98Pb0.02-
Se)0.875(AgInTe2)0.125 achieves a peak zT of 1.0 at 773 K
and an average zT of 0.53 between 298 and 773 K. A
single‐leg GeSe‐based TE device was successfully
engineered, exhibiting a maximum energy conversion
efficiency of 4.90% and a power density of 1.12W cm−2

under a 500 K temperature gradient. This work high-
lights the potential of enhancing the degree of MVB to
stabilize metastable phases in GeSe and analogous
p‐bonded chalcogenides, thus paving a novel pathway
for breakthroughs in the innovation of TE material.
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